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THE SCHWARZ CHAOTIC RELAXATION METHOD WITHINEXACT SOLVERS ON THE SUBDOMAINS�Jian-guo Huang(Department of Applied Mathematis, Shanghai Jiao Tong University,Shanghai 200240, China)AbstratIn this paper, a S-CR method with inexat solvers on the subdomains is pre-sented, and then its onvergene property is proved under very general onditions.This result is important beause it guarantees the e�etiveness of the Shwarzalternating method when exeuted on message-passing distributed memory multi-proessor system.Key words: S-CR method, Chaoti algorithm, Inexat solvers.1. IntrodutionEarly in 1869, A.H. Shwarz introdued the tehnique of domain deomposition andalternative iteration to prove the existene of the solution for some ellipti problem innon-regular domain. In reent years, with the arrival and tremendous developmentof superomputer and multiproessor system, this anient and profound idea bringsabout fresh vitality, beomes an important soure to the researh of large-sale sienti�omputation.Besides the ease of parallelization, Shwarz alternating algorithm and many otherdomain deomposition methods allow one to treat omplex geometries or to isolatesingular parts of the domain through adaptive re�nement. They have attrated muhattention all of the world, see e.g. [1℄, [8℄ for details. But all of these algorithms aresynhronous, whih will lead to great overheads in data ommuniation, and severelydamage the eÆieny of parallelization in pratie.In [5℄, [6℄, Kang put forward the S-CR algorithm (Shwarz Chaoti Relaxation algo-rithm) whih �rst ombined the haoti idea and shwarz relaxation alternating method.This new algorithm was arried out in some message - passing distributed memorymultiproessor system. Numerial experiments have showed its e�etiveness[5;6℄. In hisPh.D. Thesis, Huang[3;4℄ gave a rigorous proof for the onvergene of the S-CR. Thisproof depends heavily on the norm estimates of some multipliative operators.In this artile, the author will go on with the onvergene analysis of the S-CR withinexat solvers on the subdomains. It is well known that implementation of the S-CRis mainly at the request of the solving of subproblems assigned on ertain separate andinteronneted proessors. But exat solvers for these subproblems are impossible or� Reeived June 6, 1994.



126 J.G. HUANGimproper, in pratie we have to employ the inexat solvers, e.g. Gauss-Seidel method,SSOR, PCG and other high eÆient iterative methods. What inuene on the globalonvergene does this result in? We show under muh reeivable onditions the S-CRalgorithm with inexat solvers is also onvergent. This result is important beause itguarantees the e�etiveness of the S-CR algorithm when exeuted on the message -passing distributed memory multiproessor system.Let 
 � R2 be a bounded polygonal domain, and let( a(u; v) = (f; v); f 2 H�1(
); v 2 H10 (
);u 2 H10 (
); (1.1)be the variational form of an ellipti operator de�ned on it. The bilinear form satis�es:For arbitrary u; v 2 H10 (
), 8><>: a(u; v) = a(v; u);a(u; v) � C2kuk1 kvk1;a(v; v) � C1kvk21; (1.2)where k:k1 is the onventional Sobolev norm in H10 (
), C1 and C2 are two positiveonstants. We will borrow the �nite element method to approximate (1.1).Assume that the triangulation Th is quasi-uniform[1℄, and let V � H10 (
) be theorresponding pieewise linear �nite element spae de�ned on it. Then we have thefollowing disretized form of (1.1).( a(uh; v) = (f; v); v 2 V;uh 2 V: (1.3)Thanks to (1.2), in what follows, we will onsider V as a Hilbert spae with innerprodut a(�; �), its related indued norm is denoted by k:k.Suppose 
 is divided into m subdomains 
1;
2; � � � ;
m whih satisfy:1. 
 =X
i;2. �
i aligns with the triangulation Th, i.e. the line of �
i either oinides with ordoes not interset the triangulation line of �T.Let Vi = H10 (
i) \ V whih an be looked upon as a subspae of V, M? denotethe orthogonal omplementary subspae of some subspae M , and PM represent theorthogonal projetion operator from V onto M . We assume thatV =XVi: (1.4)Let ! 2 (0; 2) be a relaxation parameter. The S-CR introdued in [5℄ and [6℄ an beabstrated as follows: Let u0 2 V be an arbitrary guess funtion, the iterative sequenefukg for solving (1.3) satis�es that8><>: u1 � uk�1 2 V�(k);a(u1; v) = (f; v); v 2 V�(k);uk = (1� !)uk�1 + !u1; (1.5)


